Additional text amendments proposed by Town Planner for consideration at the 2/11/21 Public Hearing

LISBON COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
10-YEAR UPDATE
SUMMARY
Purpose and Scope of the 10-year Plan Update
A Comprehensive Development Plan for the Town of Lisbon – 2035 was adopted Sept. 14, 2009.
The State comprehensive planning law requires that the Comprehensive Plan be updated at
least once every ten years. While a plan “update” is often a substantial re-write of the plan
document, with updates to community data and maps, an update may also be a more minimal
effort. At a minimum, local governments must follow the process outlined in s. 66.1001(4)
Wisconsin Statutes to adopt the updated plan or readopt the original plan if it still meets the
community's needs.
A more substantial review and update to the Plan is anticipated starting in the year 2022,
following the release of final 2020 Census data.
Proposed Amendments to the 2009 Comprehensive Plan
The current Comprehensive Development Plan for the Town of Lisbon – 2035 is available on the
Town website at https://www.townoflisbonwi.com/boards-committees-commissions/plancommission/comprehensive-land-use-plan/. For the 10-year update process, only select pieces
of the plan are proposed to be updated. The remainder of the plan would remain unchanged.
The specific sections that are proposed to be updated at this time are:
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Chapter 2

Surface Water Resources
Waukesha County has or contains portions of 33 lakes that comprise approximately 14,000 acres or almost 4
percent of the total area of the county. Surface water drains into the Fox, Rock, Root, and Menomonee River
watersheds. The Menomonee and Root River watersheds lie east of the subcontinental divide and drain into the
Great Lakes basin. The Fox and Rock Watersheds are west of the subcontinental divide and drain west into the
Mississippi River basin.

FORMULATION OF OBJECTIVES
Planning may be described as a rational process for formulating and achieving objectives. The formulation of
objectives is an essential task to be undertaken before plans can be prepared. This chapter presents a set of
objectives along with supporting principles and related standards recommended by the Comprehensive
Development Plan Advisory Committee as a basis for the preparation of a Comprehensive Development Plan for
Waukesha County. The objectives are derived from the objectives contained in the year 2035 Regional Land Use
Plan for Southeastern Wisconsin.
The key steps in the comprehensive planning process are 1) formulation of objectives, principles and standards, 2)
inventory, 3) analyses and forecasts, 4) plan design, 5) plan evaluation, and 6) plan refinement and plan adoption.
Plan implementation, although a step beyond the planning process, is considered throughout the process so that
realization of the plan may be achieved.
The terms “objective,” “principle,” “standard,” “plan,” “policy,” and “program” are subject to a range of
interpretations. Although this chapter deals with only the first three of these terms, an understanding of the
interrelationship between the foregoing terms and the basic concepts which they represent is essential to any
consideration of objectives, principles, and standards. Under the regional planning program, these terms have
been defined as follows:
1. Objective: a goal or end toward the attainment of which plans and policies are directed.
2. Principle: a fundamental, primary, or generally accepted tenet used to support objectives and prepare
standards and plans.
3. Standard: a criterion used as a basis of comparison to determine the adequacy of plan proposals to attain
objectives.
4. Plan: a design that seeks to achieve agreed-upon objectives.
5. Policy: a rule or course of action used to ensure plan implementation.
6. Program: a coordinated series of policies and actions to carry out a plan.

GENERAL DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES
The following general development objectives, presented as part of the year 2035 regional land use plan, have
been reaffirmed by the Comprehensive Development Plan Advisory Committee for use in the preparation of the
Comprehensive Development Plan for Waukesha County; no ranking is implied by the order in which these
objectives are listed:
1. Economic growth at a rate consistent with county resources, including land, water, labor, and capital, and
primary dependence on free enterprise in order to provide needed employment opportunities for the
expanding labor force.
2. A wide range of employment opportunities through a broad diversified economic base.
3. Preservation and protection of desirable existing residential, commercial, industrial, and agricultural
development in order to maintain desirable social and economic values and renewal of obsolete and
deteriorating areas in both urban and rural areas; and prevention of slums and blight.
4. A broad range of choice among housing designs, sizes, types, and costs, recognizing changing trends in age
group composition, income, and family living habits.
5. An adequate, flexible, and balanced level of community services and facilities.
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6. An efficient and equitable allocation of fiscal resources within the public sector of the economy.
7. An attractive and healthful physical and social environment with ample opportunities for high-quality
education, cultural activities, and outdoor recreation.
8. Protection, sound use, and enhancement of the natural resource base.
9. Development of communities having distinctive individual character, based on physical conditions, historical
factors, and local desires.

SPECIFIC DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES
Within the framework established by the general development objectives, a secondary set of more specific
objectives, which are directly relatable to physical development plans, and which can be at least crudely
quantified has been developed. The specific development objectives are concerned primarily with spatial
allocation to, and distribution of, the various land uses; land use compatibility; resource protection; and
accessibility.
The following specific development objectives have been formulated by the Comprehensive Development Plan
Advisory Committee. No ranking is implied by the order in which these objectives are listed:
1. A balanced allocation of space to the various land use categories, which meets the social, physical, and
economic needs of the county population.
2. A spatial distribution of the various land uses that will result in a convenient and compatible arrangement of
land uses.
3. A spatial distribution of the various land uses which maintains biodiversity and which will result in the
preservation and sustainable management of the natural resources of the County.
4. A spatial distribution of the various land uses which is properly related to the supporting transportation,
utility, and public facility systems in order to assure the economical provision of transportation, utility, and
public facility services.
5. The availability of a broad range of choice among housing designs, sizes, types, and costs, recognizing
changing trends in age group composition, income, and family living habits.
6. The development and preservation of residential areas within a physical environment that is healthy, safe,
convenient, and attractive.
7. The preservation, development, and redevelopment of a variety of suitable industrial and commercial sites
both in terms of physical characteristics and location.
8. The conservation, renewal, and full use of existing urban service areas of the Region and the County.
9. The preservation of productive agricultural lands.
10. The preservation and provision of open space to enhance the total quality of the environment, maximize
essential natural resource availability, give form and structure to urban development, and provide
opportunities for a full range of outdoor recreational activities.

FORMULATION OF STANDARDS
Complementing each of the foregoing specific development objectives is a set of planning standards. Each set of
standards is directly related to the objective. The standards facilitate application of the objectives in plan design
and evaluation. The standards related to the ten specific objectives were developed by the subcommittee
addressing the particular planning element. The following objective and standards serve as an example for
industrial and commercial sites.
Objective
The preservation, development, and redevelopment of a variety of suitable industrial and commercial sites both in
terms of physical characteristics and location.
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Standards
1. Industrial, retail, and office uses should meet the following standards:
a. Available adequate water supply, sanitary sewer service, storm water drainage facilities,
and power supply.
b. Ready access to the arterial street and highway system.
c. Adequate off-street parking (may not be directly on-site) and loading areas.
d. Provision of properly located points of ingress and egress appropriately controlled to prevent
congestion on adjacent arterial streets.
e. Site design appropriately integrating the site with adjacent land uses.
f. Served by local transit service.

BALANCING OF PLANNING STANDARDS
In applying the planning standards and preparing the Comprehensive Development Plan for Waukesha County, it
should be recognized that it is unlikely that the Plan can meet all of the standards completely. It should also be
recognized that some objectives are complementary, with the achievement of one objective supporting the
achievement of others. Conversely, some objectives may be conflicting, requiring reconciliation through
consensus building and/or compromise.
For example, as part of the planning process, the objectives of preserving agricultural and other open space lands,
must be balanced with the need to convert certain lands to urban use in support of the orderly growth and
development of the County.
Most of the development objectives, principles, and standards were incorporated without significant change from
the set of planning objectives, principles, and standards included in the adopted design year 2035 Regional Land
Use Plan.

PLANNING OBJECTIVES AND STANDARDS
Agricultural, Natural and Cultural Resources Objective No. 1
A spatial distribution of the various land uses which maintains biodiversity and which will result in the
preservation and sustainable use of the natural resources of the County.
Environmental Corridors and Isolated Natural Resource Areas
Principle
The preservation of environmental corridors and isolated natural resource areas in essentially natural, open use
yields many benefits, including recharge and discharge of groundwater; maintenance of surface water and
groundwater quality; attenuation of flood flows and flood stages; maintenance of base flows of streams and
watercourses; reduction of soil erosion; abatement of air and noise pollution; provision of wildlife habitat;
protection of plant and animal diversity; protection of rare and endangered species; maintenance of scenic beauty;
and provision of opportunities for recreational, educational, and scientific pursuits. Conversely, since some
environmental corridors and isolated natural resource areas are poorly suited for urban development, their
preservation can help avoid serious and costly development problems while protecting the County’s most
valuable natural resources.
Notes: Environmental corridors are elongated areas in the landscape which contain concentrations of natural
resource features (lakes, rivers, streams, and their associated shorelands and floodlands; wetlands; woodlands;
prairies; wildlife habitat areas; wet, poorly drained, and organic soils; and rugged terrain and high-relief
topography) and natural resource-related features (existing park and open space sites; potential park and open
space sites; historic sites; scenic areas and vistas; and natural areas and critical species habitat sites). Primary
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environmental corridors include a variety of these features and are at least 400 acres in size, two miles long, and
200 feet in width. Secondary environmental corridors also contain a variety of these features and are at least 100
acres in size and one mile in length. Isolated natural resource areas are smaller concentrations of natural
resource features that are physically separated from the environmental corridors by intensive urban or
agricultural uses; by definition, such areas are at least five acres in size and 200 feet in width.
Standards
a. Primary environmental corridors should be preserved in natural, open uses.
b. Secondary environmental corridors and isolated natural resource areas should be preserved in essentially
natural, open uses to the extent practicable, as determined in county and local plans.
Uses considered compatible with both planning standards relating to the preservation of environmental corridors
and isolated natural resource areas are indicated in Table II-20.
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Table II-20
GUIDELINES FOR DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERED COMPATIBLE WITH ENVIRONMENTAL CORRIDORS
Permitted Development

Component
Natural
Resource and
Related
Features
within
Environmental
Corridorsa

Streets
and
Highways

Utility
Lines
and
Related
Facilities

Engineered
Stormwater
Management
Facilities

Engineered
Flood
Control
Facilitiesb

Trailsc

Picnic
Areas

Family
Campingd

Swimming
Beaches

Lakes, Rivers,
and Streams

- -e

- -f,g

--

- -h

- -i

--

--

X

Shoreland

X

X

X

X

X

X

--

Floodplain

- -k

X

X

X

X

Wetlandm

- -k

X

--

--

Xn

Wet Soils

X

X

X

X

Woodland

X

X

Xp

Wildlife
Habitat

X

X

Steep Slope

X

Prairie

Transportation and Utility Facilities (see
General Development Guidelines below)

Recreational Facilities (see General Development Guidelines below)

Rural Density
Residential
Development
(see General
Development
Guidelines
below)

Ski
Hills

Golf

Playfields

HardSurface
Courts

Parking

Buildings

X

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

X

X

--

X

--

--

X

Xj

--

--

X

X

--

X

X

--

X

Xl

--

--

--

--

X

--

- -o

--

--

--

--

--

X

--

--

X

X

--

X

--

--

X

--

--

--

X

X

X

--

X

X

Xp

Xp

Xp

Xp

Xp

X

X

--

X

X

X

--

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

--

--

- -q

--

--

--

--

Xr

X

--

--

--

--

--

--

- -g

--

--

- -q

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Park

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

--

Historic Site

--

- -g

--

--

- -q

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

X

--

--

Scenic
Viewpoint

X

X

--

--

X

X

X

--

X

X

X

--

--

X

X

X

Natural Area
or
Critical
Species
Habitat Site

--

--

--

--

- -q

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Boat
Access

NOTE: An “X” indicates that facility development is permitted within the specified natural resource feature. In those portions of the environmental corridors having more than one of the listed natural resource features, the
natural resource feature with the most restrictive development limitation should take precedence.
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Footnotes to Table II-20:
aThe natural resource and related features are defined as follows:
Lakes, Rivers, and Streams: Includes all lakes greater than five acres in area and all perennial and intermittent
streams as shown on U. S. Geological Survey quadrangle maps.
Shoreland: Includes a band 50 feet in depth along both sides of intermittent streams; a band 75 feet in depth
along both sides of perennial streams.
Floodplain: Includes areas, excluding stream channels and lake beds, subject to inundation by the 100-year
recurrence interval flood event.
Wetlands: Includes areas that are inundated or saturated by surface water or groundwater at a frequency, and
with a duration sufficient to support, and under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation
typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions.
Wet Soils: Includes areas covered by wet, poorly drained, and organic soils.
Woodlands: Includes areas one acre or more in size having 17 or more deciduous trees per acre with at least a
50 percent canopy cover as well as coniferous tree plantations and reforestation projects; excludes lowland
woodlands, such as tamarack swamps, which are classified as wetlands.
Wildlife Habitat: Includes areas devoted to natural open uses of a size and with a vegetative cover capable of
supporting a balanced diversity of wildlife.
Steep Slope: Includes areas with land slopes of 12 percent or greater.
Prairies: Includes open, generally treeless areas which are dominated by native grasses; also includes
savannas.
Park: Includes public and nonpublic park and open space sites.
Historic Site: Includes sites listed on the National Register of Historic Places. Most historic sites located
within environmental corridors are archeological features such as American Indian settlements and effigy
mounds and cultural features such as small, old cemeteries. On a limited basis, small historic buildings may
also be encompassed within delineated corridors.
Scenic Viewpoint: Includes vantage points from which a diversity of natural features such as surface waters,
wetlands, woodlands, and agricultural lands can be observed.
Natural Area and Critical Species Habitat Sites: Includes natural areas and critical species habitat sites as
identified in the regional natural areas and critical species habitat protection and management plan.
bIncludes such improvements as stream channel modifications and such facilities as dams.
cIncludes trails for such activities as hiking, bicycling, cross-country skiing, nature study, and horseback riding,
and excludes all motorized trail activities. It should be recognized that trails for motorized activities such as
snowmobiling that are located outside the environmental corridors may of necessity have to cross environmental
corridor lands. Proposals for such crossings should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis, and if it is determined
that they are necessary, such trail crossings should be designed to ensure minimum disturbance of the natural
resources.
dIncludes areas intended to accommodate camping in tents, trailers, or recreational vehicles, which remain at the
site for short periods of time, typically ranging from an overnight stay to a two-week stay.
eCertain transportation facilities such as bridges may be constructed over such resources.
fUtility facilities such as sanitary sewers may be located in or under such resources.
gElectric power transmission lines and similar lines may be suspended over such resources.
hCertain flood control facilities such as dams and channel modifications may need to be provided in such
resources to reduce or eliminate flood damage to existing development.
iBridges for trail facilities may be constructed over such resources.
jConsistent with Chapter NR 115 of the Wisconsin Administrative Code.
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kStreets and highways may cross such resources. Where this occurs, there should be no net loss of flood storage
capacity or wetlands. Guidelines for mitigation of impacts on wetlands by Wisconsin Department of
Transportation facility projects are set forth in Chapter Trans 400 of the Wisconsin Administrative Code.
lConsistent with Chapter NR 116 of the Wisconsin Administrative Code.
mAny development affecting wetlands must adhere to the water quality standards for wetlands established under
Chapter NR 103 of the Wisconsin Administrative Code.
nOnly an appropriately designed boardwalk/trail should be permitted.
oWetlands may be incorporated as part of a golf course, provided there is no disturbance of the wetlands.
pOnly if no alternative is available.
qOnly appropriately designed and located hiking and cross-country ski trails should be permitted.
rOnly an appropriately designed, vegetated, and maintained ski hill should be permitted.
Source: SEWRPC and Waukesha County

GENERAL DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES


Transportation and Utility Facilities: All transportation and utility facilities proposed to be located within the
important natural resources should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis to consider alternative locations for
such facilities. If it is determined that such facilities should be located within natural resources, development
activities should be sensitive to, and minimize disturbance of, these resources, and, to the extent possible
following construction, such resources should be restored to preconstruction conditions.
The above table presents development guidelines for major transportation and utility facilities. These
guidelines may be extended to other similar facilities not specifically listed in the table.



Recreational Facilities: In general, no more than 20 percent of the total environmental corridor area should be
developed for recreational facilities. Furthermore, no more than 20 percent of the environmental corridor area
consisting of upland wildlife habitat and woodlands should be developed for recreational facilities. It is
recognized, however, that in certain cases these percentages may be exceeded in efforts to accommodate
needed public recreational and game and fish management facilities within appropriate natural settings.
The above table presents development guidelines for major recreational facilities. These guidelines may be
extended to other similar facilities not specifically listed in the table.



Residential Development: Limited residential development may be accommodated in upland environmental
corridors, provided that buildings are kept off steep slopes. The maximum number of housing units
accommodated at a proposed development site within the environmental corridor should be limited to the
number determined by dividing the total corridor acreage within the site, less the acreage covered by surface
water, floodplains and wetlands, by five. The permitted housing units may be in single-family or multi-family
structures. When rural residential development is accommodated, conservation subdivision designs are
strongly encouraged to locate development outside the corridor while maintaining an overall development
density of no more than one dwelling per five acres.
Single-family development on existing lots of record should be permitted as provided for under county or
local zoning at the time of adoption of the land use plan.
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Other Development: In lieu of recreational or rural density residential development, up to 10 percent of the
upland corridor area in a parcel may be disturbed in order to accommodate urban residential, commercial, or
other urban development under the following conditions: 1) the area to be disturbed is compact rather than
scattered in nature; 2) the disturbance is located on the edge of a corridor or on marginal resources within a
corridor; 3) the development does not threaten the integrity of the remaining corridor; 4) the development
does not result in significant adverse water quality impacts; and 5) development of the remaining corridor
lands is prohibited by a conservation easement or deed restriction. Each such proposal must be reviewed on a
site-by-site basis.
Under this arrangement, while the developed area would no longer be part of the environmental corridor, the
entirety of the remaining corridor would be permanently preserved from disturbance. From a resource
protection point of view, preserving a minimum of 90 percent of the environmental corridor in this manner
may be preferable to accommodating scattered homesites and attendant access roads at an overall density of
one dwelling per five acres throughout the upland corridor areas.



Pre-Existing Lots: Single-family development on existing lots of record should be permitted as provided for
under county or local zoning at the time of adoption of the Comprehensive Development Plan or on lands
with the Primary Environmental Corridor amended through adopted sewer service plans.



All permitted development presumes that sound land and water management practices are utilized.

OTHER ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE AREAS
Principle
Care in locating urban and rural development in relation to other environmentally sensitive areas can help to
maintain the overall environmental quality of the County and to avoid developmental problems.
Standards
a. Small wetlands, woodlands, and prairies not identified as part of an environmental corridor or isolated natural
resource area should be preserved to the extent possible, as determined in county and local plans.
b. All natural areas and critical species habitat sites identified for preservation in the Regional Natural Areas and
Critical Species Habitat Protection and Management Plan should be preserved.
c. One hundred-year recurrence interval floodlands should not be allocated to any development, which would
cause or be subject to flood damage; and no unauthorized structure should be allowed to encroach upon and
obstruct the flow of water in perennial stream channels and floodways.
d. Urban and rural dDevelopment should be directed away from areas with steep slopes (12% or greater) or with
seasonally high groundwater one foot or less from the surface.
e. Land use patterns should be designed to discourage development of below grade structures on soils with
seasonally high groundwater less than 3 feet from the surface. The intent is to allow development on these
marginal soils, providing below grade structures (including basements) maintain a minimum of one foot
separation from the seasonally high groundwater level.

RESTORATION/ENHANCEMENT OF NATURAL CONDITIONS
Principle
The restoration of unused farmland and other open space land to more natural conditions, resulting in the reestablishment or enhancement of wetlands, woodlands, prairies, grasslands, and forest interiors, can increase
biodiversity and contribute to the overall environmental quality of the County by providing additional functional
values as set forth in Objective No. 1 above.
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Standard
a. Carefully planned efforts to restore unused farmland and other open space land to more natural conditions
should be encouraged.

Agricultural, Natural and Cultural Resources Objective No. 2
The preservation of productive agricultural land.
Principle
The preservation of productive agricultural land is important for meeting future needs for food and fiber.
Agricultural areas, in addition to providing food and fiber, can provide wildlife habitat and contribute to the
maintenance of an ecological balance between plants and animals. Moreover, the preservation of agricultural
areas also contributes immeasurably to the maintenance of the scenic beauty and cultural heritage of the County.
Maintaining agricultural lands near urban areas can facilitate desirable and efficient production-distribution
relationships, including community-supported agriculture operations.
The preservation of agricultural lands can maximize return on investments in agricultural soil and water
conservation practices; and minimizes conflicts between farming operations and urban land uses.
Standard
Prime agricultural lands in Waukesha County includes those lands that meet all the following: 1) Land use is
agricultural, unused/open (rural), primary/secondary environmental corridor or isolated natural areas, using
SEWRPC definitions; 2) The stated land use makes up at least 5 square miles of “contiguous” lands, meaning all
connecting lands are at least 1000 lineal feet in width - including adjacent communities, and excluding
transportation corridors; 3) 75% of the land ownership parcels within the contiguous area are 35 acres or more; 4)
Every parcel is outside of a planned sewer service area boundary; 5) 75% of every parcel is agricultural or
open/unused (rural) land uses by SEWRPC definitions; and 6) 50% of the soils for every parcel are Land
Capability Class I or II by NRCS definitions.
This standard is a modification of the standard used to prepare the Development Plan for Waukesha County in
1996. The standard in the 1997 Development Plan read “Prime agricultural lands in Waukesha County includes
those lands in agricultural use which meet the following criteria: 1) the farm unit must be at least 35 acres in area;
2) at least 50 percent of the farm unit must be covered by soils which meet Natural Resources Conservation
Service standards for National prime farmland; and 3) the farm unit must be located within a block of farmland at
least five square miles in size”. The definition used in 1997 became difficult to map using land information
system technology. As a result, the Agriculture, Natural and Cultural Resources Element Subcommittee of the
Comprehensive Development Plan Advisory Committee at their August 3, 2005 meeting approved the
modification of the standards used for the delineation of prime agricultural lands. The modified standards can be
mapped using land information system technology. In general, the modified standards produced the same map
results used in the 1997 Development Plan.
The standard utilized in the identification of prime agricultural lands in the design year 2010 regional land use
plan, including the criterion indicating that the farm unit be located within a block of farmland at least 100 acres
in size, and the criterion indicating that at least 50 percent of the farm unit must be covered by Class I, Class II, or
Class III soils was, to a large extent, based upon criteria utilized in the identification of farmland preservation
areas in county farmland preservation plans completed within the Region in the early 1980s, including the
Waukesha County Agricultural Land Preservation Plan. The 100-acre minimum combined farmland area was
chosen for such plans because it was consistent with the State's minimum acreage planning criterion for farmland
preservation areas under Wisconsin's Farmland Preservation Program. This relatively small area would enable the
largest number of farmers to qualify for tax credits under the State Farmland Preservation Program.
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While the recognition in a land use plan of smaller blocks of farmland may enable a larger number of farmers to
qualify for tax credits, the maintenance of long-term agricultural use within such smaller blocks in an urbanizing
region such as Southeastern Wisconsin has proven to be very difficult. Among those reasons frequently cited to
explain that difficulty is the following:
1. Relatively large blocks of farmland are necessary to support such agriculture-related businesses as distributors
of farm machinery and parts and farm supplies. Scattered, relatively smaller blocks of farmland do not
provide the critical mass necessary for such agribusiness support enterprises. Consequently, farmers remaining in such smaller blocks must travel ever-increasing distances for support services.
2. In many cases, smaller blocks of farmland are merely remnants of formerly larger blocks which have been
subject to intrusion by urban residential development. This intrusion has resulted in significant urban-rural
conflicts, including problems associated with the objection by residents of urban-type land subdivision
developments to odors associated with farming operations; to the use of fertilizers, herbicides and pesticides,
and other agriculturally related chemicals; to the noise associated with the operation of farm machinery during
the early and late hours of the day; and to the movement of large farm machinery on rural roads being used
increasingly for urban commuting.
3. For most farming enterprises, the economies of scale require relatively large tracts of land, frequently
involving many hundreds of acres. The breakup of large blocks of farmland by urban intrusion makes it more
difficult for farmers to assemble such larger tracts either through ownership or rental arrangements. Tract
assembly is thus complicated by scattered field locations, resulting in costly and inconvenient related travel
distances and, therefore, in unproductive time and higher fuel consumption.
4. In agricultural communities on the fringe of urbanizing areas, there is often a declining interest among the
next generation of farmers to continue farm operations. This is particularly true where alternative land uses
are perceived to be available. This phenomenon is reinforced by the rigors of day-to-day farm life when
compared with urban lifestyles.
The criterion specifying that prime agricultural lands include those areas where 50 percent or more of the farm
unit is covered by soils meeting U. S. Natural Resources Conservation Service standards for National prime
farmland or farmland of Statewide importance was valid when the first county farmland preservation plans were
prepared in the early 1980's. Inclusion of soils of statewide importance, or Class III soils, in the standard was
appropriate even though such soils may have had marginal crop production value because a high proportion of the
farms within the County then were dairy operations. Dairy operations can be viable even though a relatively large
portion of the farm unit may be covered by Class III soils because such soils are suitable for grazing, production
of animal feed crops, and the use of cover crops related to the dairy operations. However, increased specialization
of farm operations, and loss of smaller “family” farms and dairy farms in Waukesha County has now raised
questions concerning continued utilization of farmland of statewide importance, or Class III soils, as a criterion in
the identification of prime agricultural lands within Waukesha County.
Local public officials, farmers, landowners, and soil scientists stated, at meetings held to review the preliminary
1997 Development Plan for Waukesha County land use plan, that lands covered by Class III soils should not be
considered as prime farmland. It was noted that such soils in Waukesha County, being excessively wet, droughty
or steep, rendering them unsuitable for the production of cash grain crops such as corn or soybeans. Because
Class III soils are not as well-suited for intensive cash grain farming as Class I and Class II soils, and because of
the significant loss of dairy farm operations within Waukesha County over the past three decades, lands covered
by Class III soils no longer have the same inherent value as an agricultural resource as when dairy farms were
prevalent. The criterion for the five square mile farmland block size is not a new criterion. Indeed, the
Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission utilized the five-square-mile-block criterion in the
identification of prime agricultural land under the first-generation, design year 1990, regional land use plan
adopted by the Commission in 1966. This criterion was established with direct input from, and utilizing the
collective judgment of, University of Wisconsin-Extension agricultural agents working in the Region at that time.
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As a practical matter, the application of the “block” standard would involve the delineation of gross areas of at
least five square miles containing concentrations of farmland meeting the three criteria cited above. At least
75 percent of the gross area should be comprised of such farmland including adjacent associated environmental
corridor lands, that occur within the blocks of such farmland.
In 2005, the Agriculture, Natural and Cultural Resources Subcommittee of the Comprehensive Development Plan
Advisory Committee reaffirmed the concerns over the inclusion of Class III soils and using a farmland block size
smaller than five square miles in the standards for prime agricultural lands.
Notes: National prime farmland consists of agricultural lands covered by U. S. Natural Resources Conservation
Service-designated Class I and Class II soils. Class I soils are deep, well drained, and moderately well drained,
nearly level soils with no serious limitation that restrict their use for cultivated crops. Class II soils are generally
deep and well drained but may have some limitations that reduce the choice of plants that can be economically
produced or require some conservation practices.
Farmland of Statewide importance consists of agricultural lands covered by U. S. Natural Resources
Conservation Service-designated Class III soils. Class III soils have moderate limitations due to wetness,
steepness or drought conditions that restrict the choice of plants or require special conservation practices
or both.

Agricultural, Natural and Cultural Resources Objective No. 3
The preservation and provision of open space to enhance the total quality of the County environment, maximize
essential natural resource availability, give form and structure to urban development, and provide opportunities
for a full range of outdoor recreational activities.
Principle
Open space is the fundamental element required for the preservation and sustainable use of such natural resources
as soil, water, woodlands, wetlands, native vegetation, and wildlife; it provides the opportunity to add to the
physical, intellectual, and spiritual growth of the population; it enhances the economic and aesthetic value of
certain types of development; and it is essential to outdoor recreational pursuits.
Standards
a. Major park and recreation sites providing opportunities for a variety of natural resource-oriented, self
actualized outdoor recreational activities should be provided by the County within a 4-mile service radius of
every dwelling unit in the County, and should have a minimum gross site area of 250 acres. Examples of
such uses include: camp site, swimming beach, picnic area, golf course, ski hill, hiking and cross country ski
trails, horseback riding, boat launch, nature study area, and play field area.
b. Other park and recreation sites should be provided within a maximum service radius of one mile of every
dwelling unit in an urban area, and should have a minimum gross site area of five acres. Lisbon maintains a
five-year Park and Open Space Plan with specific goals and service standards for various types of park and
recreational facilities. (Standard to be refined through working with municipalities; SEWRPC standard for
neighborhood parks, include a standard for one community park with a min. site area of 25 acres in each
Town.) Suggested text from SEWRPC “In rural areas, a minimum of one community park having a minimum
gross site area of 25 acres should be provided by each Town.”
c. Typically local municipalities provide outdoor recreation facilities to afford the resident population of the
opportunities to participate in intensive nonresource-oriented outdoor recreation activities. These types of
facilities are activity specific such as tennis, baseball, basketball, soccer, skate parks and playgrounds.
d. Areas having unique scientific, cultural, scenic, or educational value should not be allocated to any urban or
agricultural land uses; adjacent surrounding areas should be retained in open space use, such as agricultural or
limited recreational uses.
e. The County should acquire or otherwise protect land and establish Greenways along the following waterways:
the Ashippun, Bark, Fox, Mukwonago, Oconomowoc and Pewaukee Rivers and Mill, Pebble, Scuppernong,
and Spring Creeks and Pebble Brook. For the purposes of this plan, greenways are located along a stream or
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f.

river and are intended to provide aesthetic and natural resource continuity and often serve as ideal locations
for trail facilities.
Where open space is mentioned as part of a conservation design residential planned unit development, said
open space shall be protected as green or natural open space and no more than five (5) percent of said open
space area shall be allowed to have impervious surfaces.

Agricultural, Natural and Cultural Resources Objective No. 4
A spatial distribution of land uses and specific site development designs which protects or enhances the surface
and ground water resources of the County.
Principle
Information regarding existing and potential surface and ground water quality and quantity conditions is essential
to any comprehensive land use and natural resource planning program. The existing quality condition of the
surface and ground water resource provides important baseline data. The potential condition becomes the goal
upon which planners and resource managers target their land use efforts.
Standards
a. Potentially contaminating land uses should not be located in areas where the potential for groundwater
contamination is the highest.
b. Storm water management planning should seek to meet the potential biological use objectives of the streams
in the County (presented in Chapter 3 of this Plan).
Notes: The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (DNR) is required, under Wisconsin Statutes and the
State Water Resources Act of 1965, to establish a set of water use objectives and supporting water quality
standards applicable to all surface waters of the state. The type of aquatic community a particular surface water
resource is capable of supporting is represented by the biological use objectives. The potential biological use of
streams indicates the biological use or trout stream class a stream could achieve if it was well managed and
pollution sources were controlled.
The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (DNR) has established Administrative Code NR 140 to establish
groundwater quality standards for substances detected in or having a reasonable probability of entering the
groundwater resources of the state; to specify scientifically valid procedures for determining if a numerical
standard has been attained or exceeded; to specify procedures for establishing points of standards application,
and for evaluating groundwater monitoring data; to establish ranges of responses the department may require if
a groundwater standard is attained or exceeded; and to provide for exemptions for facilities, practices and
activities regulated by the department.
c. Land use development patterns and practices should be designed to preserve important groundwater recharge
areas and should support maintaining the natural surface and groundwater hydrology to the extent possible.
d. Storm water management planning should seek to encourage ground water recharge to maintain the natural
groundwater hydrology.
Notes: As of the writing of this Plan, the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission is engaged in
the preparation of a Regional Water Supply Plan. The recommendations contained in the plan will be
incorporated into future amendments to this Comprehensive Development Plan for Waukesha County.

Agricultural, Natural and Cultural Resources Objective No. 5
A spatial distribution of the various land uses which maintains biodiversity and clean air and will result in the
protection and wise use of the natural resources of the County, including its soils, nonmetallic minerals, inland
lakes and streams, groundwater, wetlands, woodlands, prairies, and wildlife.
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Principle
The proper allocation of uses to land can assist in maintaining an ecological balance between the activities of man
and the natural environment.
1. Soils
Principle
The proper relation of urban and rural land use development to soil types and distribution can serve to avoid many
environmental problems, aid in the establishment of better regional settlement patterns, and promote the wise use
of an irreplaceable resource.
Standards
1. Sewered urban development, particularly for residential use, should not be located in areas covered by soils
identified in the detailed operational soil survey as having severe limitations for such development.
2. Unsewered suburban residential development should not be located in areas covered by soils identified in the
detailed operational soil survey as unsuitable for such development.
3. Rural dDevelopment, including agricultural and rural residential development, should not be located in areas
covered by soils identified in the detailed operational soil survey as unsuitable for such uses.
4. Urban and rural dDevelopment should be directed away from areas, with steep slopes (12% or greater) or
with seasonally high groundwater one foot or less from the surface.
5. Land use patterns should be designed to discourage development of below grade structures on soils with
seasonally high groundwater less than 3 feet from the surface. The intent is to allow development on these
marginal soils, providing below grade structures (including basements) maintain a minimum of one foot
separation from the seasonally high groundwater level.
2. Nonmetallic Minerals
Principle
Nonmetallic minerals, including sand and gravel, dimensional building stone, and organic materials, have
significant commercial value and are an important economical supply of the construction materials needed for the
continued development of Waukesha County and the Region and for the maintenance of the existing
infrastructure. Urban development of lands overlying these resources and urban development located in close
proximity to these resources may make it impossible to economically utilize these resources in the future and thus
may result in shortages and concomitant increases in the costs of those materials, which would ultimately be
reflected in both consumer prices and in the community tax structure.
Standard
All known economically viable nonmetallic mineral deposits should be protected and preserved for future mining.
3. Clean Air
Principle
Air is a particularly important determinant of the quality of the environment for life, providing the vital blend of
oxygen and other gases needed to support healthy plant and animal life. Air, however, contains pollutants
contributed by both natural and human sources which may be harmful to plant and animal life, that may injure or
destroy such life, and that may severely damage personal and real property.
Standards
1. Encourage a centralized land use development pattern to minimize automobile travel and related air pollutant
emissions.
2. Encourage protection of existing woodlands, wetlands, and prairies to enhance atmospheric oxygen supply
levels.
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Land Use Development Objective No. 1
A balanced allocation of space to the various land use categories which meets the social, physical, and economic
needs of the County population.
Principle
The planned supply of urban land use should approximate the known and anticipated demand for that use.
Standards
a. For each additional 100 dwelling units to be accommodated within the County at each urban residential
density, the following amounts of residential and related land should be allocated:

Residential
Density
High-Density Urban
Medium-Density Urban
Low-Density Urban
Suburban-Density
Rural-Density

Residential Area (Net Area)

Residential Area Plus Supporting
Land Uses (Gross Area)

Acres Per 100
Dwelling Units

Dwelling Units
Per Acre

Acres Per 100
Dwelling Units

Dwelling Units
Per Acre

8
23
83
167
500

12.5
4.3
1.2
0.6
0.2

13
32
109
204
588

7.7
3.1
0.9
0.5
0.17

b. For each additional 1,000 persons to be accommodated within the County, at least 5 acres of land should be
set aside in major public parks of at least 250 acres in size, and at least 9 acres should be set aside in other
public parks.
c. For each additional 1,000 persons to be accommodated within the County, approximately 12 acres of
1
governmental and institutional land should be allocated.
d. For each additional 100 industrial employees to be accommodated within the County, approximately 12 acres
2
of industrial land should be allocated.
e. For each additional 100 commercial employees to be accommodated in retail and service settings within the
2

County, approximately 6 acres of retail and service land should be allocated.
f. For each additional 100 commercial employees to be accommodated in office settings within the County,
3
approximately 2.5 acres of commercial office land should be allocated.

1

Commercial, industrial, and governmental and institutional area includes the area devoted to the given use, consisting of
the ground floor site area occupied by any building, required yards and open space, and parking and loading areas.

2

The industrial standard is intended to be representative of typical new single-story industrial development. It should be
recognized that the number of industrial employees per acre can vary considerably from site to site, depending upon the
nature of the manufacturing activity, the level of automation, the extent to which warehousing or office functions are
located at the site, and other factors.

3

The office standard is equivalent to a floor area ratio of 30 percent and a gross building area of about 325 square feet per
employee.
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Land Use Development Objective No. 2
A spatial distribution of the various land uses which will result in a convenient and compatible arrangement of
land uses.
Principle
The proper allocation of uses to land can avoid or minimize hazards and dangers to health, safety, and welfare and
maximize amenity and convenience in terms of accessibility to supporting land uses.
Standards
1. Urban high-, medium-, and low-density residential uses should be located within neighborhood and other
planning units which are served with centralized public sanitary sewerage and water supply facilities and
contain, within a reasonable walking and bicycling distance necessary supporting local service uses, such as
park, commercial, and elementary-school facilities.
2. Mixed-use development designs should be used, as appropriate, to accommodate urban land uses that are
compatible and complimentary in the vicinity of each other. Mixed-use development may consist of
residential and compatible business uses together.
3. To the extent practicable, residential and employment-generating land uses should be located so as to provide
opportunities for living in proximity to work.
4. When accommodated, rural residential development should be located in such a way as to minimize conflicts
attendant to dust, odors, and noise associated with farming activity that may arise when residences are located
in the vicinity of agricultural operations. Rural rResidential development should also be located in such a way
as to minimize impacts on the natural resource base including wildlife habitat.

Land Use Development Objective No. 3
A spatial distribution of the various land uses which is properly related to the supporting transportation, utility,
and public facility systems in order to assure the economical provision of transportation, utility, and public facility
services.
Principle
The transportation and public utility facilities and the land use pattern which these facilities serve and support are
mutually interdependent in that the land use pattern determines the demand for, and loading upon, transportation
and utility facilities; and these facilities, in turn, are essential to, and form a basic framework for, land use
development.
Standards
1. Urban development should be located and designed so as to maximize the use of existing transportation and
utility systems.
2. The transportation system should be located and designed to serve not only all land presently devoted to
urban development but to land planned to be used for such urban development.
3. The transportation system should be located and designed to minimize the penetration of existing and planned
residential neighborhood units by through traffic.
4. Transportation terminal facilities, such as off-street parking, off-street truck loading, and public transit stops,
should be located in proximity to the principal land uses to which they are accessory.
5. Land developed or planned to be developed for urban high-, medium-, and low-density residential use should
be located in areas serviceable by an existing or planned public sanitary sewerage system and preferably
within the gravity drainage area tributary to such a system.
6. Land developed or planned to be developed for urban high-, medium-, and low-density residential use should
be located in areas serviceable by an existing or planned public water supply system.
7. Land developed or planned to be developed for urban high, medium- density residential and commercial use
should be located in areas serviceable by existing or planned public transit facilities.
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8. Mixed use development should be encouraged to accommodate multi-purpose trips, including pedestrian
trips, as a matter of convenience and efficiency.
9. In the absence of public sanitary sewer service, onsite sewage disposal systems should be utilized only in
accordance with the following:
a. Onsite soil absorption sewage disposal systems should be sited and designed in accordance with
Chapter Comm 83 of the Wisconsin Administrative Code.
b. The use of onsite sewage disposal systems should be limited to the following types of development:
 Rural density residential development.
 Suburban density residential development, where it is found to be consistent with other land
development and resource protection goals of this plan. limited, however, to areas already committed
to such use through subdivision plats or certified surveys.
 Urban land uses, which may be, required in unsewered areas limited to agriculture businesses,
communication facilities, utility installations, public institutional uses and park and recreation sites.
c. New urban development served by onsite sewage disposal systems in areas planned to receive sanitary
sewer service is discouraged. Where such development is permitted, it should be designed so that the
public and private costs of conversion to public sanitary sewer service are minimized.
d. For a private sewage system serving multiple buildings located on a separate property and owned by
multiple owners, the private sewage system must be owned and maintained by a governmental entity or
agency. For condominium private sewage systems serving multiple units/buildings, owned by multiple
owners and located on the same property as the unit/building, the owner/association must accept
responsibility for the operation and maintenance of the private sewage system and have the local
municipality provide written acceptance of this responsibility should the owner/association fail to do so.

Land Use Development Objective No. 4
The development and preservation of residential areas within a physical environment that is healthy, safe,
4
convenient, and attractive.
Principle A
Residential development in the form of planned residential neighborhoods can provide a desirable environment
for families as well as other household types; can provide efficiency in the provision of neighborhood services
and facilities; and can foster safety and convenience.
Standards
a. Urban high-, medium-, and low-density residential neighborhoods should be designed as cohesive units
properly related to the larger community of which they are a part. Such neighborhoods should be physically
self-contained within clearly defined and relatively permanent recognizable boundaries, such as arterial streets
and highways, major park and open space reservations, or significant natural features, such as rivers, streams,
or hills. Desirably, the neighborhoods should contain enough area to provide the following: housing for the
population served by one elementary school and one neighborhood park; an interconnected internal street,
bicycle-way, and pedestrian system which provides multiple opportunities for access and circulation;
and
5
those community and commercial facilities necessary to meet the day-to-day living requirements.
b. Desirably, urban residential neighborhoods should accommodate a mix of housing sizes, structure types, and
lot sizes, resulting in an overall density that is within the planned density range for each neighborhood.

4

This objective does not address suburban density residential development (between 0.2 and 0.6 dwelling units per acre)
since new suburban density residential development would be limited to that which is already committed in subdivision
plats and certified surveys.

5

Neighborhood sizes envisioned under these standards are as follows: high-density—160 acres; medium-density—640 acres;
and low-density—2,560 acres. As a practical matter, smaller household sizes and the attendant lower neighborhood
population levels often require that an elementary school or retail and service area be provided to serve two or more
contiguous neighborhoods, rather than a single neighborhood.
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c. Conservation subdivision design concepts should be incorporated into high-, medium-, and low-density
6
neighborhoods, as appropriate.
d. To the extent possible, efforts directed at the conservation and renewal of existing residential areas should be
undertaken on a neighborhood basis and should seek to preserve those cultural features which contribute to
the promotion of neighborhood identity within the larger urban complex.
To meet the foregoing standards, land should typically be allocated as follows:
Percent of Area in Land Development Category

Land Use Category

Residential
Streets and Utilities
Parks and Playgrounds
Public Elementary
Schools
Other Governmental and
Institutional
Retail and Service
Nonurban
Total

Urban
HighDensity
(7.0-17.9
dwelling
units per net
residential
acre)

Urban
MediumDensity
(2.3-6.9
dwelling
units per net
residential
acre)

Urban
Low-Density
(0.7-2.2
dwelling
units per net
residential
acre)

SuburbanDensity
(0.2-0.6
dwelling
units per net
residential
acre)

RuralDensity
(0.1-0.2
dwelling
units per net
residential
acre)

Agricultural
(less than 0.2
dwelling
units per net
residential
acre)

66.0
25.0
3.5
2.5

71.0
23.0
2.5
1.5

76.5
20.0
1.5
0.5

82.0
18.0
---

85.0
15.0
---

6.0
4.0
---

1.5
1.5
--

1.0
1.0
--

1.0
0.5
--

----

----

--90.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Principle B
Residential development in mixed-use settings can provide a desirable environment for a variety of household
types seeking the benefits of proximity to places of employment as well as civic, cultural, commercial, and other
urban amenities. Examples of mixed use settings include dwellings above the ground floor of commercial uses
and residential structures intermixed with, or located adjacent to, compatible commercial, institutional, or civic
uses.
Standards
a. Opportunities should be provided for residential dwellings—particularly in the medium- and high-density
range—within a variety of mixed-use settings.
b. Residential uses should be integrated into, or located in close proximity to, major economic activity centers.
Principle C
Residential development in a rural setting can provide a desirable environment for households seeking proximity
to open space.

6

Conservation subdivision designs generally involve locating dwelling units in clusters surrounded by open space, thereby
achieving the desired density for the site on an overall basis. The layout of individual lots and supporting streets is done in
a manner that preserves the most significant existing natural resource features to the extent possible. In a rural setting,
conservation subdivisions can include agricultural lands as part of the open space area that is planned to be preserved.
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Standards
a. The County and regional land use plans seek to maintain the rural character of lands located outside planned
urban service areas. In Lisbon this is achieved primarily through protecting woodlands and wetlands,
providing open space within developed areas, and providing greater housing setbacks from roads.
b. Continued agricultural and other open space uses are encouraged in such areas, in a manner consistent with
residential land uses.
c. Where residential development is to be accommodated, an overall density of no more than one dwelling unit
per five acres should be maintained. The use of residential cluster designs, with homes developed in clusters
surrounded by agriculture or other open space sufficient to maintain the maximum recommended density of
no more than one home per five acres, is encouraged.
d. A development density of no more than one home per five acres in rural areas is recommended to help
accomplish the following:
 Minimize traffic volumes on rural highways and the need to widen highways beyond two lanes.
 Preserve natural drainage systems insofar as possible and minimize drainage problems and the need for
storm water management facilities.
 Preserve open space and rural characternatural amenities, especially through the use of cluster design, to
accommodate residential development while avoiding “wall to wall” residential subdivisions.
 Minimize the risks to the groundwater supply and quality which the widespread use of onsite sewage
treatment and wells at higher densities may pose in the long term.
 Preserve, through careful design, the overall integrity of the rural landscape, including environmental
corridors and wildlife habitat areas.
 Minimize the loss of farmland covered by agricultural soils classified as Class I and Class II soils.

Land Use Development Objective No. 5
Provide for the preservation, development, and redevelopment of a variety of suitable industrial and commercial
sites both in terms of physical characteristics and location.
Principle
The production and sale of goods and services are among the principal determinants of the level of economic
vitality in any society; the important activities related to these functions require areas and locations suitable to
their purposes.
Standards
1. Industrial, retail, and office uses should meet the following standards:
a. Available adequate water supply, sanitary sewer service, stormwater drainage facilities, and power
supply.
b. Ready access to the arterial street and highway system.
c. Adequate on-street and off-street parking (may not be directly on-site but within vicinity) and loading
areas.
d. Provision of properly located points of ingress and egress appropriately controlled to prevent congestion
on adjacent arterial streets.
e. Site design emphasizing integrated nodes or centers, rather than linear strips.
f. Site design appropriately integrating the site with adjacent land uses.
g. Served by local transit service (applies to industrial, retail, and office uses located within, or in proximity
7
to, medium- and high-density areas).

7

It should be recognized that industrial, retail, and office uses located in outlying areas may not be able to be served by
transit service.
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2. In addition, major centers accommodating industrial, retail, and office development should meet the following
8
standards:
a. Served by rapid and express transit service.
b. Access within two miles of the freeway system.
c. Access to a transport-corporate airport within a maximum travel time of 30 minutes (major office and
9
industrial development).
d. Reasonable access through appropriate components of the transportation system to railway and seaport
facilities, consistent with the requirements of the industries concerned (major industrial development).
e. Residential uses appropriately integrated into, or located in proximity to, the major center.

Land Use Development Objective No. 6
The conservation, renewal, and full use of existing urban areas of the County.
Principle
The conservation and renewal, as appropriate, of existing urban areas can enhance their viability and desirability
as places to live, work, recreate, and participate in cultural activities. Such efforts, along with infill development
on vacant land within existing urban service areas, serves to maximize the use of existing public infrastructure
and public service systems and can moderate the amount of agricultural and other open space land converted to
urban use to accommodate growth in the county and regional population and economy.
Standards
1. Existing urban areas should be conserved and renewed, as appropriate.
2. To the extent possible, the additional urban land necessary to accommodate growth in the regional population
and economy should be met through the renewal or redevelopment as appropriate of older, underutilized
urban areas that are in need of revitalization and through the infilling of undeveloped land within existing
urban service areas.

8

A major economic activity center is defined as a concentrated area of commercial and/or industrial land having a minimum
of 3,500 total employees or 2,000 retail employees. Major economic activity centers are further classified according to the
following employment levels, recognizing that a major economic activity center may meet more than one of the indicated
thresholds:
Major industrial center: A major economic activity center that accommodates at least 3,500 industrial employees.
Major office center: A major economic activity center that accommodates at least 3,500 office employees.
Major retail center: A major economic activity center that accommodates at least 2,000 retail employees.
General-purpose major center: A center that qualifies as a major economic activity center having total employment
of at least 3,500, but does not meet any of the above individual thresholds for an industrial, office, or retail center.
It should be recognized that major industrial, office, and retail centers generally encompass a mix of uses. A major
industrial center may accommodate offices, service operations, and research facilities in addition to manufacturing,
wholesaling, and distribution facilities. A major retail center may accommodate office and service uses in addition to retail
operations. The mix of uses extends to residential uses—which should be integrated into, or provided in close proximity to,
major economic activity centers, as those centers develop or are re-developed.

9

A transport-corporate airport is defined as an airport that is intended to serve business and corporate jets as well as
virtually all small single- and twin-engine general aviation aircraft. Existing and proposed transport-corporate airports in
the Region are identified in the regional airport system plan, documented in SEWRPC Planning Report No. 38 (2nd
Edition), A Regional Airport System Plan for Southeastern Wisconsin: 2010, November 1996.
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Transportation Objective No. 1
A multi-modal transportation system which, through its location, capacity, and design, will effectively serve the
existing regional and County land use pattern and promote the implementation of the regional land use plan and
the Comprehensive Development Plan for Waukesha County, meeting and managing the anticipated travel
demand generated by the existing and proposed land uses.

Principle
An integrated multi-modal regional transportation system connects major land use activities within the Region
and County, providing the accessibility essential to the support of these activities. The transportation system
should provide higher accessibility to areas recommended for development and redevelopment, and lower
accessibility to areas not recommended for development.

Standards
1. The transportation system should be consistent with and serve to support, and promote the implementation of
the land use plan.
a. Higher relative transportation accessibility should be provided to areas recommended for development
than to areas not recommended for development;
b. Improvements in accessibility should be provided to areas recommended for development rather than to
areas not recommended for development.

Transportation Objective No. 2
A multi-modal transportation system which provides appropriate types of transportation needed by all residents of
the County at an adequate level of service; provides choices among transportation modes; and provides intermodal connectivity.

Principle
A multi-modal regional transportation system is necessary to provide transportation service to all segments of the
population and to support and enhance the economy and quality of life. The arterial street and highway system
serving personal travel by automobile and freight travel by truck is, has been, and will likely continue to be the
dominant element of the transportation system carrying over 90 percent of total daily travel, and serving the
overwhelming majority of the population. However, there are substantial reasons for a multi-modal regional
transportation system, including public transit and bicycle-pedestrian elements. Moreover, in the most heavily
traveled corridors, public transit and bicycle and pedestrian facilities can alleviate peak travel loadings on
highway facilities and the demand for land for parking facilities. Also, a multi-modal transportation system can
support and enhance the quality of life and economy by providing a choice of modes.

Standards
1. Arterial Street and Highway System
a. A grid of arterial streets and highways should be provided in urban areas of the Region at intervals of no
more than one-half mile in each direction in urban high-density areas, at intervals of no more than one
mile in each direction in urban medium-density areas, and at intervals of no more than two miles in each
direction in urban low-density and suburban-density areas. In rural areas, arterials should be provided at
intervals of no less than two miles in each direction.
b. In urban areas of the Region, the grid of arterial streets should be direct and understandable.
c. Arterial street and highway facilities should be provided with adequate traffic-carrying capacity to
minimize traffic congestion.a
a

Design capacity is the maximum level of traffic volume a facility can carry before beginning to experience
morning and afternoon peak traffic hour traffic congestion, and is expressed in terms of number of vehicles per
average weekday. The design capacity and level of congestion thresholds are set forth in the following table:
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Average Weekday Traffic Volumes (vehicles per 24 hours)
Design
Upper Limit
Upper Limit
Extreme
Capacity and
of Moderate
of Severe
Congestion and
Upper Limit
Congestion
Congestion
Level of Service
of Level of
and Level of
and Level of
F
Service D
Service E
Service C

Facility Type

Freeway
Four-lane
Six-lane
Eight-lane
Standard Arterial
Two-lane
Four-lane Undivided
Four-lane with Two-way Left Turn Lane
Four-lane Divided
Six-lane Divided
Eight-lane Divided

60,000
90,000
120,000

80,000
121,000
161,000

90,000
135,000
180,000

> 90,000
> 135,000
> 180,000

14,000
18,000
21,000
27,000
38,000
50,000

18,000
23,000
29,000
31,000
45,000
60,000

19,000
24,000
31,000
32,000
48,000
63,000

> 19,000
> 24,000
> 31,000
> 32,000
> 48,000
> 63,000

The level of congestion on arterial streets and highways may summarized by the following operating
conditions:
Freeway
Level of Traffic
Congestion
None

Level of
Service
A and B

None

C

Moderate

D

Severe

E

Extreme

F

Average Speed

Operating Conditions

Freeway
freeflow speed
Freeway
freeflow speed
1 to 2 mph below
free-flow speed
Up to 10 mph
below free-flow
speed
Typically 20 to
30 mph or less

No restrictions on ability to maneuver and change
lanes.
Some restrictions on ability to maneuver and change
lanes.
Substantial restrictions on ability to maneuver and
change lanes.
Virtually no ability to maneuver and change lanes.
Operation at maximum capacity. No usable gaps in the
traffic stream to accommodate lane changing.
Breakdown in vehicular flow with stop-and-go,
bumper-to-bumper traffic.
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Surface Arterial
Level of
Level of
Traffic
Service
Congestion
None
A and B
None

C

Moderate

D

Severe

E

Extreme

F

Average Speed
70 to 100% of
free-flow speed
50 to 100% of
free-flow speed
40 to 50% of freeflow speed
33 to 40 percent
of free-flow speed
25 to 33 percent
of free-flow speed

Operating Conditions
Ability to maneuver within traffic stream is
unimpeded.
Control delay at signalized
intersections is minimal.
Restricted ability to maneuver and change lanes
at mid-block locations.
Restricted ability to maneuver and change
lanes. Small increases in flow lead to
substantial increases in delay and decreases in
travel speed.
Significant restrictions on lane changes.
Traffic flow approaches instability.
Flow at extremely low speeds. Intersection
congestion with high delays, high volumes, and
extensive queuing.

2.

Public Transit
a. The public transit system should serve and connect medium and high density areas of the Region and
the Region’s major activity centers that currently generate, or have the potential to generate, ridership.
The public transit services provided should include rapid, express, local, shuttle, and paratransit
services. The detailed planning objectives, principles and standards for the public transit system are
documented in SEWRPC Planning Report No. 49, A Regional Transportation System Plan for
Southeastern Wisconsin: 2035.

3.

Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities
a. All arterial streets and highways (including their bridge and underpass facilities) except freeways
should provide accommodation for bicyclists upon construction or reconstruction, or for arterial
facilities having a rural cross section if possible, when resurfaced.
b. A regional system of off-street bicycle paths should be provided in accordance with the
recommendations set forth in the adopted park and open space plans. These off-street bicycle paths
should provide reasonably direct connections between the urban areas and communities on safe and
aesthetically attractive routes with separation from motor vehicle traffic.
c. The detailed planning objectives, principles and standards for bicycle and pedestrian facilities are
documented in SEWRPC Planning Report No. 43, A Regional Bicvcle and Pedestrian Facilities
System Plan for Southeastern Wisconsin: 2010, and amendments thereto.

Community Facilities Objective No. 1
To provide police, fire and other emergency service facilities necessary to maintain high-quality protection
throughout the County.
Principle
The adequacy of police, fire and other emergency protection in the County is dependent upon the relationship
between the distribution of land uses and the location of facilities available to serve those uses.
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Standard
The future placement and current use of emergency service facilities needs to be coordinated to optimize
emergency response times and to eliminate overlap of service areas and equipment.

Housing Objective No. 1
The provision of an adequate stock of decent, safe, and sanitary housing to meet the county's total housing
requirement and, as components of that requirement, the effective market demand and true housing need.
Principle
Increases in the total number of households within the County as a result of new household formations and net inmigration of additional households as well as changing size and composition of existing households require a
concomitant increase in housing units. New centers of employment, which accommodate industrial, retail,
service, governmental, or other uses, may also prompt the need for additional employee housing.
Standards
1. The supply of vacant and available housing units should be sufficient to maintain and facilitate ready housing
consumer turnover. Rental and homeowner vacancy rates at the county level and, if possible, within local
municipalities should be maintained at a minimum of 4 percent and a maximum of 6 percent for rental units
and a minimum of 1 percent and a maximum of 2 percent for homeowner units over a full range of housing
types, sizes, and costs.
2. The supply of sound housing units should be provided through the working of the private housing sector to
the maximum extent possible, with continued assistance, incentives, and cooperation by various Federal,
State, and local governmental agencies rendered as necessary.
3. A sufficient supply of new housing should be made available within reasonable proximity to new
employment centers. To meet this standard, additional housing at a rate of 75 housing units per 100 new jobs
should be provided within a six-mile one-way travel distance of such employment centers.

Housing Objective No. 2
The provision of adequate locational choice of housing.
Principle
The Southeastern Wisconsin Region provides a wide variety of employment, educational, cultural, and
recreational facilities. Adequate choice in the size, cost, and location of housing units will facilitate the
opportunity for all households to utilize and enjoy these facilities. Geographic distribution and price level variety
of housing units can also assist in reducing economic and racial imbalances and equalize fiscal disparities and
services differences among communities within the Region.
Standard
Communities that seek to attract jobs, as reflected in the accommodation of new commercial and industrial
development, should ensure that a broad range of housing styles, types and price ranges are provided so as to
provide opportunities to minimize geographic imbalances between job and residence locations. In so doing, a
community should examine both its range of housing stock and its range of jobs, with a view toward ensuring that
the price range of the existing and planned housing stock compares favorably with the income range of the
workers in those jobs.
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Chapter 7

IMPLEMENTATION RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommended land use plan presented in this chapter provides a design for the attainment of the urban and
rural development and open space preservation objectives contained in the comprehensive development plan. The
implementation recommendations pertaining to the urban development areas, rural development areas,
environmentally sensitive areas and other land use plan implementation measures are summarized below.
Implementation Recommendations for Urban Development Areas
One of the initial steps recommended for implementation of the County land use plan as it pertains to the
proposed urban development areas is the preparation of detailed development and redevelopment plans for the
residential neighborhoods and special-purpose districts which comprise the proposed urban service areas.
Within the context of community-level plans, detailed neighborhood development plans should be prepared for
each residential neighborhood or special district where significant growth is expected. While such plans may also
vary in format and level of detail, they should generally do the following:







Designate future collector and land access street locations and alignments, pedestrian paths and bicycle
ways, and, as appropriate, the configuration of individual blocks and lots.
Further classify residential areas as to structure type and density, with the mix of housing structure types
and lot sizes resulting in an overall density for the neighborhood consistent with that recommended in the
community-level and county plan.
Identify specific sites for neighborhood parks, schools, and retail and service centers which are
recommended on a general-site-location basis in the community-level plan.
Identify environmentally significant areas to be preserved consistent with the community-level plan and
county and regional plans.
Indicate areas to be reserved for storm water management and utility easements.
The neighborhood planning process should make full use of the many design concepts that can enhance
the living environment and increase efficiency in the provision of urban services and facilities and in
travel patterns. Among these design concepts are the following:

1. Mixed-Used Development: Residential development in mixed-use settings can provide a desirable
environment for a variety of household types seeking the benefits of proximity to places of employment as
well as civic, cultural, commercial, and other urban amenities. Examples of mixed-use settings include
dwellings above the ground floor of commercial uses and residential structures intermixed with, or located
adjacent to, compatible commercial, institutional, or other civic uses.
2. Traditional Neighborhood Development: The term “traditional neighborhood development” refers to very
compact, pedestrian-oriented, mixed-use neighborhoods typically characterized by a grid like street system
and street-oriented setbacks and building designs. The overall design, including the layout of streets and
sidewalks, encourages walking and bicycling as alternatives to automobile transportation within the
neighborhood.
3. Transit-Oriented Development: The term “transit-oriented development” refers to compact, mixed-use
development whose internal design is intended to maximize access to a transit stop located within or adjacent
to the development. Within the development, commercial uses and higher-density residential uses are located
near the transit stop. The layout of streets and sidewalks provides convenient walking and bicycling access to
the transit stop.
4. Residential Cluster Development: A residential development pattern characterized by a unified site design for
a number of housing units, clustering buildings and providing common open space, potential density
increases, and a mix of building types. It permits the planning of a project and the calculation of densities over
the entire development, rather than on an individual lot-by-lot basis.
In addition to plans for developing neighborhoods, detailed plans should also be prepared for mature
neighborhoods or special-purpose districts showing signs of land use instability or deterioration. Such plans
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should identify areas recommended for redevelopment to a different use, areas recommended for rehabilitation,
any local street realignments or improvements, and other public utility and facility improvements. Special
consideration should be given in such planning to overcoming contamination problems at, and reuse of,
brownfields. Redevelopment plans should seek to preserve those historic, cultural, and natural features and
features of the urban landscape which provide for neighborhood identity within the larger urban complex. Such
plans should maximize opportunities for the provision of living arrangements and amenities that are unique to
older cities in the County, such as “downtown” housing development.
Although “suburban density” development, as described previously in this chapter, is not consistent with many of
the planning standards and objectives, it is recognized that a community may desire infill between existing
subdivision plats consistent with adjacent developments and, also, in growth areas adjacent to incorporated
municipalities, where services may be available in the future, without utilizing the cluster design concept, which
may not be compatible with adjacent existing developments. In addition, for municipalities to maintain an overall
residential density of no more than one dwelling unit per five (5) acres in “rural development” areas, suburban
densities may be planned.
In addition, in order to support open space or conservation design developments and to preserve rural character, it
would be appropriate to permit lands in the Rural Density and Other Agricultural Land category to develop at an
overall density of 3.5 acres per dwelling unit, rather than no more than five (5) acres per dwelling unit, if said
lands will be developed as Planned Unit Developments (PUD) or conservation design developments utilizing
conservation design standards. The standard density bonus option is not applicable in the Towns of Mukwonago
and Delafield, as both Towns achieve five-acre rural density using local PUD provisions. The Town of
Mukwonago Land Use Plan and the Town of Delafield Land Use Plan Unit Determination Chart are referenced
accordingly by Table VII-10 and Figure VII-2. The idea is that a slight increase in density in otherwise rural
areas is a reasonable trade-off in order to achieve more sustainable development design that conserves natural
features, creates more open space within developments, protects the rural atmosphere and causes less need for
infrastructure, such as roads and storm water management facilities. In order for a development to qualify for the
3.5 acre Rural Density option, the following criteria must be met.
1. The development plan for a given site must incorporate an absolute minimum of 40 percent of the site in open
space owned by the property owners or recreational use or public open space. In calculating open space, not
more than 20 percent of the required open areas may be floodplain or wetland (80 percent of open space must
be upland).
2. The community in which the development is located must create and map an Upland Environmental Corridor
District for all upland primary and secondary environmental corridors, which allows for development at a
density not greater than one unit per five acres. It is recommended that communities also include isolated
natural resource areas within the Upland Environmental Corridor District.
3. Individual development projects must be developed as Planned Unit Developments or conservation design
developments, which allows the community an opportunity to properly analyze project design. Communities
must adopt Planned Unit Development standards within their zoning and subdivision ordinances.
4. Primary environmental corridors, secondary environmental corridors, isolated natural resource areas, wetlands
and floodplains must be protected to the greatest extent possible and shall be incorporated into protected
open space. If any portion of the above resources will be located on a private lot, said resource must be
protected with a protective covenant or restriction. Sites that do not contain significant natural features may
be conducive to prairie or wetland restorations or may be enhanced with the establishment of landscaped open
spaces.
5. Where open space is mentioned as part of a conservation design residential planned unit development, said
open space shall be protected as green or natural open space and no more than five (5) percent of said open
space area shall be allowed to have impervious surfaces.
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Conservation design development can be equally valuable within any of the residential land use categories. As
detailed above, the Rural Density and Other Agricultural Land category allows for a 30 percent increase (3.5 acres
per dwelling unit vs. five (5) acres per dwelling unit) in density if certain conservation design criteria are met. In
order to promote conservation design in the urban and suburban residential categories, it is recommended that a
30 percent density bonus also be made available to development projects that conform with development
standards #1-4 above. The following list details the resultant maximum densities that could be offered when
utilizing a 30 percent density bonus for conservation designs:
Suburban II Density
Suburban I Density
Low-Density Residential
Medium-Density Residential
High-Density Residential

2.1 acres per dwelling unit (DU)
1.05 acres per DU
14,000 sq. ft. per DU
4,200 sq. ft. per DU
< 4,200 sq. ft. per DU

(3.0-4.9 conventional)
(1.5-2.9 conventional)
(20,000 s.f.-1.4 acres conventional)
(6,000-19,999 s.f. conventional)
(<6,000 s.f. conventional)

Zoning regulations should be reviewed and adjusted, as necessary, to ensure the proper staging of development
over time. In this respect, the application of urban zoning districts should proceed incrementally. The premature
zoning of lands for urban use should be avoided so as to prevent inefficient use of public infrastructures, the
creation of additional isolated urban enclaves and incomplete neighborhoods. Accordingly, the areas concerned
should be placed in zoning districts consistent with their existing use and should be rezoned into
appropriate urban districts only when development has been proposed and approved and essential facilities
and services can be efficiently readily provided.
Implementation Recommendations for Rural Development Areas
As defined previously in this Chapter, rural development areas are sparsely developed areas where land is used
primarily for farming, resource extraction, landfills, very low density residential uses (one unit per five acres or
less), or other open spaces uses, and includes environmental corridors and isolated natural resource areas.
Rural development areas exist in several cities, villages and towns in Waukesha County. Planning and Zoning
should be carried out in such a manner as to preserve rural respect the area character. First, new residential
development should be limited to an overall density of no more than one dwelling unit per five acres of open land
within the planning area unless a density bonus is allowed as a result of utilizing the open space or cluster design
concept as discussed earlier. This density is intended to provide a basis for determining the maximum number of
additional dwelling units, which could be accommodated. Table VII-9 presents a methodology for calculating the
overall density within rural development areas. The overall density is calculated by dividing by five the total
acreage within the rural development area currently in open use, including primary and secondary environmental
corridors, isolated natural resource areas, and other open lands to be preserved and major public land holdings, but
excluding major water bodies 50 acres or more in size. Table VII-10 presents the overall density within rural
development areas using the aforementioned methodology for year 1996 and year 2000 conditions.
Second, to the maximum extent possible, the dwelling units, which may be accommodated in accordance with the
overall five-acre density, should be developed by using residential cluster designs, in which dwelling units are
grouped together on a relatively small portion of the site. The residential clusters should be limited in size,
surrounded by open space, and, as may be necessary, contain open space. The clustered lots should be no larger
than necessary to accommodate the residential structures, driveways, and desired yards, including, as necessary,
space for an onsite soil-absorption sewage-disposal system and replacement system area. This can usually be
accomplished on lots no greater than one acre in size.
Third, to the extent possible, residential clusters should be located in areas whichor buffered so as to be are
visually screened from public roadways, so that existing rural vistas are maintained; should be carefully adjusted
to topographic and other natural features, taking full advantage of the settings provided by those features without
causing undue disturbance; and should be buffered from nearby agricultural and mineral extraction lands, as
appropriate, so as to minimize conflicts between farming or mining and residential uses.
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Fourth, other intensive land uses should be limited to uses which are consistent with the rural character of the
surrounding area or otherwise essential to the area., including, among others, animal hospitals and veterinary
clinics, riding stables, and plant nurseries. In general, office, commercial, industrial, and storage uses and the
types of retail and service uses that are provided as a matter of convenience and necessity in urban residential
neighborhoods should not be considered appropriate within rural development areas.
Fifth, lands within the rural development areas, which are not designated for residential or other compatible
intensive use, should may be retained in general agricultural and other open space use. Potential agricultural uses
include traditional farming, hobby farms, and community supported agriculture. Land in these areas often serves
as a transition between environmental corridors and more developed areas. Land not used for farming should be
kept free of development, except may be most suitable for recreational trail facilities and access facilities for the
benefit of those who own an interest in the land.
It should be noted that, in many cases, it will be necessary to revise zoning and subdivision control ordinances to
accommodate the recommended residential cluster development designs. Clustering may be accommodated in
rural areas through a variety of zoning approaches. Clustering may be permitted by conditional use or by right in a
basic district or through an overlay district. In addition, when the concept of the transfer of development rights is
used, residential clustering principles can be used on a community wide basis to achieve better site designs and
preserve open space. Subdivision regulations regarding street improvement standards, sewer and water facilities,
storm water management, landscaping, and open space preservation may also need revision to adequately promote
and regulate cluster development. Residential cluster zoning provisions should require the use of legal restrictions
to ensure the preservation of lands, which are to be permanently preserved in agricultural or other open space use.
Because density bonus’es are increasing densities from 53.5 to 3.55 residential acres per unit, the density increase
may outpace projected population and projected housing needs in the municipality. Therefore, the municipalities
should consider additional growth management tools, such as an allotment system.
Implementation Recommendations for Environmentally Sensitive Lands
Areas identified as primary environmental corridors, secondary environmental corridors, and isolated natural
resource areas occur within both urban and rural development areas and within prime agricultural areas.
Environmental corridors and isolated natural resource areas should be placed in one of several zoning districts,
depending upon the type and character of the natural resource features to be preserved and protected. All lakes,
rivers, streams, and wetlands should be placed in lowland conservancy or floodplain protection districts.
Undeveloped floodplains and shorelands should be protected in accordance the shoreland and floodplain zoning
ordinances. Upland woodlands and areas of steep slopes should generally be placed in appropriate upland
conservancy, rural-density residential, or park and recreation districts. Through proper zoning, residential
development should be confined to upland portions of environmental corridors, excluding areas of steep slopes,
and should be limited to a density of no more than one dwelling unit per five acres, with provisions made as may
be appropriate for clustering. Zoning applied to the environmental corridors should, however, accommodate
necessary public facilities, such as crossings by streets and highways, utility lines, and engineered flood control
facilities, but should require that the location, design, and development of the facilities concerned be sensitive to
the protection of the existing resource features, and require that, to the extent possible following construction, disturbed areas be restored to preconstruction conditions.
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Chapter 9

Housing Development
1. In anticipation of projected employment sector growth, promote and provide an adequate supply of new
housing of sufficient quantity and density within reasonable proximity to new and existing employment
centers (Refer to Chapter 5).
Education, Jobs and Business Growth
1. In response to existing and projected skilled workforce needs, Waukesha County, in cooperation with
appropriate business and community organizations, should work with the University of Wisconsin and other
higher education systems to provide greater access to bachelor degree programs in Waukesha County.
2. To enhance higher paying jobs, support initiatives to increase development of the bioscience manufacturing
industry, especially in the area of medical equipment.
3. Create partnerships between local economic development organizations and colleges and universities to
promote entrepreneurial programs, industry collaborations, technology transfer and seed capital.
4. Collaborate with the Milwaukee 7, the Waukesha County Economic Development Corporation, Waukesha
County Technical College and UW-Extension to conduct a labor market analysis for Waukesha County and
the Region that assesses the existing and anticipated supply and demand for labor as well as employer and
employee training needs.
5. To add to the livability of the County and enhance an employer’s ability to attract workforce, update the
County Park and Open Space Plan in cooperation with municipalities in the County to provide sufficient
recreational facilities, including comprehensive trail system, to the resident population.
Government Services and Taxes
1. In an effort to reduce property taxes in Waukesha County, consider consolidations, mergers, shared services
or legislative measures to reduce the number of governmental jurisdictions.

LAND USE
The recommended land use plan presented in Chapter 7 provides a design for the attainment of the urban and rural
development and open space preservation objectives contained in this comprehensive development plan. The
implementation recommendations pertaining to the urban development areas, rural development areas,
environmentally sensitive areas and other land use plan implementation measures are summarized below:
Implementation for Urban Development Areas
One of the initial steps recommended for implementation of the County land use plan as it pertains to the
proposed urban development areas is the preparation of detailed development and redevelopment plans for the
residential neighborhoods and special-purpose districts which comprise the proposed urban service areas.
Within the context of community-level plans, detailed neighborhood development plans should be prepared for
each residential neighborhood or special district where significant growth is expected. While such plans may also
vary in format and level of detail, they should generally do the following:






Designate future collector and land access street locations and alignments, pedestrian paths and bicycle ways,
and, as appropriate, the configuration of individual blocks and lots.
Further classify residential areas as to structure type and density, with the mix of housing structure types and
lot sizes resulting in an overall density for the neighborhood consistent with that recommended in the
community-level and county plan.
Identify specific sites for neighborhood parks, schools, and retail and service centers, which are recommended
on a general-site-location basis in the community-level plan.
Identify environmentally significant areas to be preserved consistent with the community-level plan and
county and regional plans.
Indicate areas to be reserved for storm water management and utility easements.
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The neighborhood planning process should make full use of the many design concepts that can enhance the
living environment and increase efficiency in the provision of urban services and facilities and in travel
patterns. Among these design concepts are the following:

1. Mixed-Used Development: Residential development in mixed-use settings can provide a desirable
environment for a variety of household types seeking the benefits of proximity to places of employment as
well as civic, cultural, commercial, and other urban amenities. Examples of mixed-use settings include
dwellings above the ground floor of commercial uses and residential structures intermixed with, or located
adjacent to, compatible commercial, institutional, or other civic uses.
2. Traditional Neighborhood Development: The term “traditional neighborhood development” refers to very
compact, pedestrian-oriented, mixed-use neighborhoods typically characterized by a grid like street system
and street-oriented setbacks and building designs. The overall design, including the layout of streets and
sidewalks, encourages walking and bicycling as alternatives to automobile transportation within the
neighborhood.
3. Transit-Oriented Development: The term “transit-oriented development” refers to compact, mixed-use
development whose internal design is intended to maximize access to a transit stop located within or adjacent
to the development. Within the development, commercial uses and higher-density residential uses are located
near the transit stop. The layout of streets and sidewalks provides convenient walking and bicycling access to
the transit stop.
4. Residential Cluster Development: A residential development pattern characterized by a unified site design for
a number of housing units, clustering buildings and providing common open space, potential density
increases, and a mix of building types. It permits the planning of a project and the calculation of densities over
the entire development, rather than on an individual lot-by-lot basis.
In addition to plans for developing neighborhoods, detailed plans should also be prepared for mature
neighborhoods or special-purpose districts showing signs of land use instability or deterioration. Such plans
should identify areas recommended for redevelopment to a different use, areas recommended for rehabilitation,
any local street realignments or improvements, and other public utility and facility improvements. Special
consideration should be given in such planning to overcoming contamination problems at, and reuse of,
brownfields. Redevelopment plans should seek to preserve those historic, cultural, and natural features and
features of the urban landscape, which provide for neighborhood identity within the larger urban complex. Such
plans should maximize opportunities for the provision of living arrangements and amenities that are unique to
older cities in the County, such as “downtown” housing development.
Although “suburban density” development, as described previously in this chapter, is not consistent with many of
the planning standards and objectives, it is recognized that a community may desire infill between existing
subdivision plats consistent with adjacent developments and, also, in growth areas adjacent to incorporated
municipalities, where services may be available in the future, without the necessity of going through a cluster
concept, which may not be compatible with adjacent existing developments. In addition for municipalities to
maintain an overall residential density of 5 acres in “rural development” areas suburban densities may be planned.
In addition, in order to support open space or conservation design developments and to preserve rural character, it
would be appropriate to permit lands in the Rural Density and Other Agricultural Land category to develop at an
overall density of 3.5 acres per dwelling unit, rather than five (5) acres per dwelling unit, if said lands will be
developed as Planned Unit Developments (PUD) or conservation design developments utilizing conservation
design standards. The standard density bonus option is not applicable in the Towns of Mukwonago and Delafield,
as both Towns achieve five-acre rural density using local PUD provisions. The Town of Mukwonago Land Use
Plan and the Town of Delafield Land Use Plan Unit Determination Chart are referenced accordingly by Table
VII-10 and Figure VII-2. The idea is that a slight increase in density in otherwise rural areas is a reasonable tradeoff in order to achieve more sustainable development design that conserves natural features, creates more open
space within developments, protects the rural atmosphere and causes less need for infrastructure, such as roads
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and storm water management facilities. In order for a development to qualify for the 3.5 acre Rural Density
option, the following criteria must be met.
1. The development plan for a given site must incorporate an absolute minimum of 40 percent of the site in open
space owned by the property owners or recreational use or public open space. In calculating open space, not
more than 20 percent of the required open areas may be floodplain or wetland (80 percent if open space must
be upland).
2. The community in which the development is located must create and map an Upland Environmental Corridor
District for all Upland Primary and Secondary Environmental Corridors, which allows for development at a
density not greater than one unit per five acres. It is recommended that communities also include Isolated
Natural Resource Areas within the Upland Environmental Corridor District.
3. Individual development projects must be developed as Planned Unit Developments or conservation design
developments, which allow the community an opportunity to fully analyze project design. Communities must
adopt Planned Unit Development standards within their zoning and subdivision ordinances to achieve this
end.
4. Primary Environmental Corridors, Secondary Environmental Corridors, Isolated Natural Resource Areas,
wetlands and floodplains must be protected to the greatest extent possible and shall be incorporated into
protected open space. If any portion of the above resources will be located on a private lot, said resource
must be protected with a protective covenant or restriction. Sites that do not contain significant natural
features may be conducive to prairie or wetland restorations or may be enhanced with the establishment of
landscaped open spaces.
5. Where open space is mentioned as part of a conservation design residential planned unit development, said
open space shall be protected as green or natural open space and no more than five (5) percent of said open
space area shall be allowed to have impervious surfaces.
Conservation design development can be equally valuable within any of the residential land use categories. As
detailed above, the Rural Density and Other Agricultural Land category allows for a 30 percent increase (3.5 acres
per dwelling unit vs. 5 acres per dwelling unit) in density if certain conservation design criteria are met. In order
to promote conservation design in the urban and suburban residential categories, it is recommended that a 30
percent density bonus also be made available to development projects that conform with development standards
#1-4 above. The following list details the resultant maximum densities that could be offered when utilizing a 30
percent density bonus for conservation design:
Suburban II Density
Suburban I Density
Low-Density Residential
Medium-Density Residential
High-Density Residential

2.1 acres per dwelling unit (DU)
1.05 acres per DU
14,000 sq. ft. per DU
4,200 sq. ft. per DU
< 4,200 sq. ft. per DU

(3.0-4.9 conventional)
(1.5-2.9 conventional)
(20,000 s.f.-1.4 acres conventional)
(6,000-19,999 s.f. conventional)
(<6,000 s.f. conventional)

Zoning regulations should be reviewed and adjusted, as necessary, to ensure the proper staging of development
over time. In this respect, the application of urban zoning districts should proceed incrementally. The premature
zoning of lands for urban use should be avoided so as to prevent the creation of additional isolated urban
enclaves and incomplete neighborhoods. Accordingly, the areas concerned should be placed in zoning
districts consistent with their existing use and should be rezoned into appropriate urban districts only when
development has been proposed and approved and essential facilities and services can be readily provided.
Implementation for Rural Development Areas
As defined in Chapter 7, rural development areas are sparsely developed areas where land is used primarily for
farming, resource extraction, landfills, very low density residential uses (one unit per five acres or less), or other
open spaces uses, and includes corridors and isolated natural resource areas. Rural development areas exist in
several cities, villages and towns in Waukesha County. Planning and Zoning should be carried out in such a
manner as to preserve rural respect the area character. First, new residential development should be limited to an
overall density of
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no more than one dwelling unit per five acres of open land within the planning area unless a density bonus is
allowed as a result of utilizing the open space or cluster design concept discussed in Chapter 7. This density is
intended to provide a basis for determining the maximum number of additional dwelling units, which should be
accommodated. Within the implementation recommendations, Chapter 7 presents the methodology for calculating
the overall density within rural development areas and the status of the five (5) acre density standard at various
planning stages.
Second, to the maximum extent possible, the dwelling units, which may be accommodated in accordance with the
overall five-acre density, should be developed by using residential cluster designs, in which dwelling units are
grouped together on a relatively small portion of the site. The residential clusters should be limited in size,
surrounded by open space, and, as may be necessary, contain open space. The clustered lots should be no larger
than necessary to accommodate the residential structures, driveways, and desired yards, including, as necessary,
space for an onsite soil-absorption sewage-disposal system and replacement system area. This can usually be
accomplished on lots no greater than one acre in size.
Third, to the extent possible, residential clusters should be located in areas which are or buffered so as to be
visually screened from public roadways, so that existing rural vistas are maintained; should be carefully adjusted
to topographic and other natural features, taking full advantage of the settings provided by those features without
causing undue disturbance; and should be buffered from nearby agricultural and mineral extraction lands, as
appropriate, so as to minimize conflicts between farming or mining and residential uses.
Fourth, other intensive land uses should be limited to uses which are consistent with the rural character of the
surrounding area or otherwise essential to the area., including, among others, animal hospitals and veterinary
clinics, riding stables, and garden shops. In general, office, commercial, industrial, and storage uses and the types
of retail and service uses that are provided as a matter of convenience and necessity in urban residential
neighborhoods should not be considered appropriate within rural development areas.
Fifth, lands within the rural development areas, which are not designated for residential or other compatible
intensive use, should may be retained in general agricultural and other open space use. Potential agricultural uses
include traditional farming, hobby farms, and community supported agriculture. Land not used for farming should
be kept free of development, except may be most suitable for recreational trail facilities and access facilities for
the benefit of those who own an interest in the land.
Finally, where open space is mentioned as part of a conservation design residential planned unit development,
said open space shall be protected as green or natural open space and no more than five (5) percent of said open
space area shall be allowed to have impervious surfaces.
It should be noted that, in many cases, it will be necessary to revise zoning and subdivision control ordinances to
accommodate the recommended residential cluster development designs. Clustering may be accommodated in
rural areas through a variety of zoning approaches. Clustering may be permitted by conditional use or by right in a
basic district or through an overlay district. In addition, when the concept of the transfer of development rights is
used, residential clustering principles can be used on a community wide basis to achieve better site designs and
preserve open space. Subdivision regulations regarding street improvement standards, sewer and water facilities,
storm water management, landscaping, and open space preservation may also need revision to adequately promote
and regulate cluster development. Residential cluster zoning provisions should require the use of legal restrictions
to ensure the preservation of lands, which are to be permanently preserved in agricultural or other open space use.
Because density bonuses’ are increasing densities from 53.5 to 3.55 residential acres per unit, the density increase
may outpace projected population and projected housing needs in the municipality. Therefore, the municipalities
should consider additional growth management tools, such as an allotment system.
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Revised Exhibit C (including map)

Exhibit C
Lisbon Planning and Development Updates: 2009 to 2020
Purpose and Scope of the 10-year Plan Update
A Comprehensive Development Plan for the Town of Lisbon – 2035 was adopted Sept. 14, 2009.
It was prepared as part of a joint effort by Lisbon, Waukesha County Parks and Land Use staff,
UW Extension staff, and the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission, and several
other local municipalities. The planning effort involved a county-wide effort and the resulting
document contains a wealth of county-wide and local data.
The State comprehensive planning law requires that the Comprehensive Plan be updated at
least once every ten years. While a plan “update” is often a substantial re-write of the plan
document, with updates to community data and maps, an update may also be a more minimal
effort. Guidance from the Wisconsin Department of Administration indicates that, at a minimum,
“the local government must go through the process outlined in s. 66.1001(4) to adopt the
updated plan or readopt the original plan if it still meets the community's needs.” (Source:
https://doa.wi.gov/Pages/LocalGovtsGrants/Comprehensive-Planning.aspx)
Progress Made Implementing the 2009 Comprehensive Plan
Carrying out long-range goals, policies, and vision: The 2009 Plan contains several objectives
and standards for land development, as well as a Recommended Land Use Map (as may be
amended from time to time). For the past decade, Lisbon has used these as a guide when
reviewing proposals for new development, particularly proposed zoning map amendments and
land divisions (subdivision plats and certified survey maps).
In addition, the 2009 Plan included a “Long Range Vision” exhibit that described Lisbon’s
planning objectives at that time and the ways that Lisbon could achieve its long-range planning
and development goals. It recommended that Lisbon remain a town for the immediate future,
and pursue boundary agreements with adjoining municipalities. However, it recognized that
boundary agreements have limitations and recommended that Lisbon consider incorporation as
a long-term strategy.
Importantly, the long-range vision document recognized that the benefits of incorporation
include the ability to maintain municipal borders, and the increased independence in land-use
decisions afforded to incorporated municipalities. One of the key recommendations made at
that time was the following:
“Keep in mind a long-term goal of incorporation to provide Lisbon with a
permanent solution to preserving the borders and identity of the Town. The
comprehensive plan and all other land-use decisions should be designed with this
goal in mind. Future land-use decisions should contribute toward the Town being
better able to meet the statutory requirements for incorporation.”
Lisbon has continued to build on the existing agreements and planning efforts it has with
neighboring municipalities, as part of its strategy for implementing its long-range Comprehensive
Plan. This is described in more detail below.
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Boundary adjustments – annexations and detachments: Since 2009, Lisbon’s land area has been
reduced by approximately 469 acres. Several parcels of land have been detached from the
town and attached or annexed to adjacent villages, either at the request of a land owner or
triggered by the provisions of an intergovernmental agreement. The current municipal
boundaries are reflected in the current Recommended Land Use Map.
Improved intergovernmental cooperation: Lisbon has built on the intergovernmental agreements
that existed when the 2009 Comprehensive Plan was adopted. Specifically, new agreements
have been forged with the Village of Sussex and the Village of Merton, to clarify and improve
long-term plans for municipal boundaries, joint planning areas, and shared municipal services.
Key features of these agreements are as follows.




Village of Merton – In 2020, Lisbon and Merton established a new intergovernmental
cooperative plan agreement under Wis. Stats. 66.0307. It replaces the former stipulation
and order agreement done in 2002 under Wis. Stats. 66.0301 and 66.0225. Key provisions
of the new agreement include:
o Updated future boundary maps that identify the lands that both communities
agree are to be transferred to Merton by December 31, 2029, upon the
incorporation of the Town, or under specified circumstances such as land owner
request;
o Provisions for shared services and a Shared Services Committee to make
recommendations on future shared services, including snow plowing, shared use
of a municipal compost site, and
Village of Sussex – In 2020, Lisbon and Sussex established a new boundary agreement
under Wis. Stats. 66.0301. It replaces the former stipulation and order agreement done in
2001 under 66.0225. Key provisions of the new agreement include:
o Updated future boundary maps that identify the lands that both communities
agree are to be transferred to Sussex by July 22, 2030, upon the incorporation of
the Town, or under specified circumstances such as land owner request;
o Elimination of Joint Planning Areas and Sussex extraterritorial review jurisdiction for
lands in Lisbon, greatly simplifying the development review process for much of
the land in Lisbon;
o Updated design standards for “gateway” areas of mutual interest to both
communities; and
o Agreements for the provision of expanded municipal water and sanitary sewer
service areas along key community corridors.

Special Planning Districts removed: In past years, stemming from the 2001 intergovernmental
agreement with Sussex, Lisbon had identified “Special Planning Areas” or “Special Planning
Districts” where special zoning regulations and design standards were applied. These areas had
also been shown on the Recommended Land Use Map. With the new intergovernmental
agreement approved in 2020, these Special Planning Areas are no longer necessary.
Amendments to the Recommended Land Use Map: Occasionally, Lisbon receives requests from
land owners and developers to amend specific areas on the Comprehensive Plan’s
Recommended Land Use Map. In the past ten years, Lisbon has approved a handful of map
amendments. Land use data current as of September 2020 was used for this Plan Update; the
current Recommended Land Use Map is attached to this plan, as may be amended from time
to time based on landowner requests and after consideration of the various goals and
objectives of the plan.
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Development Trends
Since 2009, Lisbon has seen sustained growth and development. In this time, Lisbon has issued
346 permits for new single family homes, an average of 30 building permits per year. There are
currently several large subdivisions being built, and more are proposed. The newest residential
subdivisions are being built out in the western half of the Town, where most of the remaining
developable land is located. Lisbon’s neighborhoods, and the businesses and community
institutions that serve them, are located throughout the town. Urban and suburban
development is generally located on upland areas in between natural resource areas such as
rivers, and large-scale quarry operations that provide a substantial employment base, and
generally follows major transportation routes.
Based on the pace of development in recent years, the availability of buildable lots, Lisbon’s
location, and the generally high demand for new homes in the region, the community
anticipates this level of building activity to continue in the near term.
In addition to continued residential development, Lisbon maintains a five-year Parks PlanLong
Range Plan for Parks and Open Spaces that outlines future park and trail improvements to serve
all residents in the community. The park plan inventories existing facilities and identifies
improvements that will connect important locations across Lisbon.
In addition, Lisbon is planning a new “town center” along the STH 164 corridor, which would be
home to a New Town Hall as well as public space and a mix of commercial and higher-density
residential development. This new location will provide a more centrally located municipal and
community center, compared to the current Town Hall which is located on Woodside Road in
the northeast quarter of the town. This , which will provide easier access by more town residents,
and will build on ready access to amenities like Lisbon’s Community Park and the County Bugline
Trail, as well as a and utlilize the growing network of municipal sewer and water infrastructure.
Comprehensive Update to the Plan Post 2020 Census
The Comprehensive Development Plan for Lisbon should be updated no less than once every 10
years. As is indicated in Chapter 9 Implementation for the Countywide plan, Lisbon intends to
conduct a full update of this Plan following the availability of the 2020 Census data. This effort is
anticipated to begin in 2022 and conclude in 2023, and will involve a substantial public
participation effort. Initiating a comprehensive plan review using 2020 Census data will allow the
community to reevaluate the planning projections made in 2009 as part of the process to create
the 2035 Comprehensive Development Plan for the Town of Lisbon.
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Development Since 2010
Town of Lisbon
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2020 Boundary
2010 Boundary

(based on 2011 data)
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